CLOUDS CREEK STATE FOREST
A Primeval Forest Lost Forever
Driving along Wiriri Road off the Armidale Road near Dundurrabin, one can gain
some insight into the majesty of the Blue Gum Forests that once covered much of the
uplands surrounding the Dorrigo Plateau. Tall straight trees measuring up to 65 –
70cm diameter line the road verge literally growing to the edge of the track.

These Blue Gums and Tallowwoods, while magnificent, are only shadows of the
trees that once towered high above the rainforest floor.

We were there because of reports from local residents concerned about the ongoing
exploitation that is seeing a steady, and rapid, decline in both the size of trees
logged, and the health of the forest generally.
Something very suspicious is going on in Clouds Creek State Forest. Four highly
contentious compartments are about to be logged just 10 years after they were
completely trashed in an operation that took place just months before the historic
Forest Agreements came into force. Those agreements resulted in much of that forest
being classed and protected as high conservation value old-growth forest, and
rainforest.

That 1998 logging was no accident. Forests New South Wales had worked on the
Agreements in close consultation with the then National Parks and Wildlife Service,
and would have been fully aware of the regulations that were about to become law.
The logging histories of compartments 68 and 69, as reported in the OHP, make
interesting, if depressing reading explaining: “compartment 68 has been subject to
logging for various products in 1968 and 1974 . In 1988 this compartment was
logged solely for poles and girders. More recently in 1998 this compartment was
logged for various products.” The Plans describe similar histories of logging in all
four compartments, and here they are again, just a decade later, to plunder the forests
once again.
In compartment 68, where some of the heaviest logging took place in 1998, of the
162 hectare total, only 19 hectares is now available for logging, with the remainder
protected. However, that protection is no real cause for celebration. The canopy is
probably 20m lower than it was, and wide open in places. This is confirmed by the
Operational Harvest Plan (OHP)(#3218) comments that on the remaining 19
hectares: “Heavy competition from wattle species appears to have hindered the
development of Eucalypt regeneration...”.
This is a clear result of over-logging.

Dense regrowth of saplings the result of over-logging.

A wide open canopy resulting from over-logging.

The evidence on the forest floor tells an even worse story of exploitation. Old stumps
with notches where planks were inserted to allow timber workers to climb and cut
the tree at a narrower part of the trunk, are scattered throughout the forest, indicating
that the heavy logging started long before the stated 1968. However, those early
loggers avoided the larger trees which were probably difficult to handle using axes
and cross-cut saws. It took the invention of the chain saw to allow full exploitation
of the forest giants.
On December 1, 2008, the Chief Executive Officer of Forests NSW, Nick Roberts,
responded to the Clarence Environment Centre's concerns that current logging
practices are unsustainable, making the observation that: “With a growing
population and growing housing market. Australia is currently unable to meet its
own timber needs as evidenced through the nation's current $2 billion annual
trade deficit in wood and paper products”

In a separate letter to residents at Clouds Creek, Mr Roberts expands on the reasons
for ever reduced logging cycles and ever reduced size of logs, stating: “The transfer
of state forests to national parks and the creation of informal reserves on state
forest since the last harvesting has reduced the previously planned cutting cycle
lengths. Areas such as Clouds Creek, where trees were specifically retained for
future harvesting, are now capable of producing products acceptable to industry”.
Those acceptable products are described in the OHP. “Single Tree Selection must
remove no more than 40% of the basal area across the net harvest area Trees with
a diameter at breast height over bark <20cm must not be selected for harvesting.”
Our reading of this prescription is that removal of “no more than 40% over the net
harvest area, actually allows a much higher percentage of tree removal in selected
areas where tree numbers are high. An estimate (page 12) that close to one third of
the total harvest will go for pulp, explains what will happen to the 20cm saplings.
These comments do not support Mr Roberts' closing assurance that: “Forests NSW
sustainably manages more than 2 million hectares of native state forest”

Frankly we do not believe the general public has any concept of the magnitude of
what we have lost through 50 years of mismanagement. Perhaps the above picture
goes some way towards illustrating that loss. The stump, measuring over 1.75m
diameter, is all that remains of a forest giant that was taken some 2 years ago, and
stumps of this magnitude are commonplace. The standing Tallowwood tree to the left
of the stump is to be harvested within days, and is probably one of the largest trees
currently available for harvest, measuring about 70cm diameter. It would take an
estimated 300 years for that tree to attain the size of its ancestor.

Depressingly, the small Blue Gum sapling behind Simon's right shoulder, has been
marked to be retained for probable harvesting in 20 years time when it will still be
half the size of the Tallowwood. And this is described as sustainable.
Our survey of compartment 78 revealed
that the rainforest understorey has
recovered relatively well since the 1998
logging, with Palm Lilies (Cordyline
petiolaris); Tree Ferns (Cyathea cooperii);
Dianella species; and an array of ferns and
fungi amidst the moss-covered logs on the
forest floor. However, in examining the
canopy, one realises that it is made up
almost entirely of juvenile specimens,
providing scant cover indeed.

An indication of where the forest canopy used to be can be obtained by studying the
skyline, where dead tree limbs commonly tower above the current canopy.

The picture at right shows a regrowth forest of even-aged trees. All the original oldgrowth trees have gone, with the occasional dead tree stags protruding up to 20
metres above the current canopy, stark reminders of where that canopy used to be.

Below is all that remains of the living forest giants that once surrounded those stags.

The Harvest Plan for compartments, 70 and 78, highlights another concern that we
have conveyed to the authorities, excessive damage to standing trees during harvest.
This problem is not isolated. In our submission to the current review of the IFOA, we
included case studies, one of which was conducted in the Bom Bom State Forest,
south of Grafton. That survey was to determine the numbers and condition of mature
trees with potential for retention as habitat and recruitment habitat trees.
At Bom Bom, where FNSW acknowledges that past practice saw all old-growth trees
removed, our survey found only 16 trees with habitat potential in two measured
transects totalling 15 hectares. All but one of those trees had butt damage. Mr
Roberts correctly points out that some damage is unavoidable but that, “... damage
to retained forest trees during logging is minimised...”.
The Compartment 78 harvest plan describes the forest's condition as, "multi-aged
forest with small regeneration, probably from previous harvesting events", with
the condition described as “variable across the forest from healthy vigorous stands
to poorer quality stands exhibiting a high proportion of defective stems.” It is clear
that previous logging was to blame for defective stems.
At the time of writing this report, only approximately 2km of roads have been
constructed. However, even that has resulted in widespread debarking of trees.

If this is evidence of minimising damage, it seems there is still a long way to go. The
need for thinning operations is a direct consequence of past over-logging, or the
practice of stand restarts, and requires up to 60% of the basal area to be removed.
This cannot be undertaken without further widespread damage to standing trees.
Not only has bark been knocked from tree trunks, but some stags have been felled.
Presumably the justification for this will be occupational safety (see below right).

What makes the current logging proposal even more suspicious is the fact that the
harvest plan for Compartments 68 and 69 was not provided to interested parties until
mid December 2008, having been signed of in September. The OHP for
Compartments 70 and 78 were signed off on Friday 19th December. Neighbours were
informed on Tuesday 23rd December, that logging would begin on January 12. The
bulldozers began road works on Monday 29th December.

Neighbours and the Clarence Environment Centre attempted to contact the phone
numbers provided in the OHPs for use in the event of having any queries, but both
phone calls went straight to message bank, and no return calls have been received by
Tuesday 6th January. A visit to the Coffs Harbour office revealed that it was closed
from 24th December to 12th January, only hours after the chain saws are due to start.
This operation appears to have been timed deliberately to avoid scrutiny, at a time
when everyone in authority is on leave. Both the contact numbers provided on the
harvest plans went directly to voice mail last Monday, and there has been no
response to my claim that the current road works are believed to being undertaken
without the required licences,
and is therefore illegal.
In the mean time, local
residents, unhappy with
obvious defects in the fauna
surveys have photographed
two frogs that look very much
like the endangered Stuttering
Frog (Mixophyes balbus) and
Fleay's Barred Frog
(Mixophyes fleayi). Both
endangered under the
Threatened Species
Conservation Act. That
information has been passed
on to FNSW staff for
investigation.

Thought to be the endangered Fleay's Barred Frog-Mixophyes fleayi

The excuse given for
what is described as a
"snap decision" to
move into Clouds
Creek, was that the
demand for New
England Blackbutt has
collapsed. However, at
least half the
harvestable area of the
Clouds Creek forest is
shown on the plan as
that same Blackbutt
species.
Believed to be Mixophtes balbus, or Stuttering Frog. An endangered species.

Another anomaly that raises suspicions is the fact that all operations in that area are
bound by restrictions during the wet season in areas where slopes exceed 25 degrees,
which ends on March 31. There is a significant area of land in those compartments
that exceeds 25 degrees. At the same time all log dumps are located on ridge lines,
while the trees, that FNSW tells us are the preferred species for this harvest, Sydney
Blue Gums, grow mainly on the lower slopes. How those logs will be dragged up to
the dumps without impacting the steeper slopes is not explained in the OHP.
Late last year, the NSW Scientific Committee determined 'Forest eucalypt dieback
associated with over-abundant psyllids and Bell Miners' to be a Key Threatening
Process. Bell Miners abound across much of Clouds Creek State Forest, with clear
indications of dieback already occurring.
The dieback is commonly
referred to as Bell Miner
Associated Dieback (BMAD),
and the determination makes
some very worrying observations
including: “Mapping of affected
areas has been most intensive in
the Kyogle region where
helicopter surveys indicated that
almost 20% of 100,000 ha of
susceptible forest types were
affected by dieback attributable
to this cause (State Forests of
NSW, 2004). Of the affected
area, approximately one third
(6511 ha) has been assessed as
The Bell Miner (courtesy "Simpson and Day")
'severe', with 'many dead trees,
severe thinning of crowns, low
stocking rate of susceptible species and greatly increased mesophyllic ground story
vegetation including weeds such as Lantana'. It has been estimated that 2.5
million hectares of forest in NSW has the potential to be affected (Wardell –
Johnson et al. 2006)”.
It should be stressed that the Forest Department's BMAD survey is now 4 years old,
and the situation has deteriorated steadily in the interim, with new outbreaks being
reported on a regular basis along the entire East Coast of NSW.
The Scientific Committee accepts that: “At present, no single cause explains this
form of dieback.” However, the Committee does identify that: “Over-abundant
psyllid populations and Bell Miner colonies tend to be initiated in sites with high
soil moisture and suitable tree species where tree canopy has been reduced by 35 –
65% and which contain a dense understorey.” Clouds Creek State Forest matches
that description, and FNSW plans to thin an average 40% across the net harvest area.

Despite this, and knowing that BMAD is occurring at Clouds Creek, officers from
FNSW claim to be unaware of the Committee's findings. We believe the TSC Act's
declaration of the dieback as a key threatening process must be taken into
consideration, and that planned thinning in excess of 35% must be immediately
reviewed prior to commencement.
The officers also admitted that some large trees (old growth) that were presumably
left as seed or habitat trees in 1998, will likely be harvested this time around, and
also freely admitted that supposed recruitment habitat trees are often harvested in
subsequent logging cycles, and replaced by smaller trees. Forests NSW appears to
have no concept of the 200 years it takes for these hollow-bearing trees to develop.
With the Integrated Forest Operations Agreement currently under review, we suspect
that Forests NSW may be repeating history, and that this current logging is being
rushed forward to preempt any possible changes that may result from the the review.
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